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                            Bowdoin Coll  February, last day
        Dear Sarah and Harriet, as there has been five
Sundays in this month, it seems as if it would be no
more than right to employ one in scribbling a letter
to the folks at home. Daniel called on me last tues-
day & also wednesday – the poor "little man"  must have
had a doleful cold ride home; but it is said that all
is easy in travelling towards love or glory, so I feel but
a moderate degree anxiety for him. My chumb return-
ed the same day that I did,  we both arrived in
safety and good humor – chumb has have such an
incomprehensible number of stories to tell about
his school – how he flogged the boys and what beautiful
damsels the were, and what a complete jurisdiction
he maintained over the whole, that he has hardly
been able to study as yet. 
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This is one of the most laborious and interesting terms of a
whole college life; our studies are difficult, but they are
very important, which consideration naturally inclines 
us to be dilligent. The chemical lectures are very amusing
these are the first our class have ever attended, and the first of
doings with Professor Cleaveland, this be considered a kind
of eventful moment, for he is undoubtedly the greatest
man amoung the government, he is supposed to have the grea-
test influence in all government concerns. Mr  Mead's
good fortune is deeply regretted by the students, and indeed
I think that every "respectable person" sympathises with
them. It is a dreadful thing and ought to & does cast a gloomy
shaddow over the community at large. I have been reading
the Pilot; by the author of the Spy, 'tis an admirable novel
and one of the most instructing , that I ever read, the
scene is on the german ocean and the cost of England, the
instruction I speak of relates the nautical manners and
the situation of seaman on board a man of war. The dis-
cription of a storm, shipwreck, and several naval battles
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compose the most valuable part of the book, as for the
"love and  murder" part, it seems only a useless appendage
and is not half so interesting as the spy. There is nothing
new in college – the town is over run with Medical students
the ever punctual Dr Smith has not yet arrived –––
                      From your Brother George
Give my love to all the family – complements to
Mrs Hurd ––
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